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CAEs have serious concerns.
They know that their organizations are changing
and that Internal Audit needs to respond to meet
the changing needs of their organizations.
But they face a key challenge in their quest to
evolve: many lack impact and influence within their
organizations.

Most CAEs expect moderate to significant
change within their organizations.
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Yet CAEs also believe, correctly, that it will be
important to have both in the years ahead.
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They believe that their audit committees and
management will expect Internal Audit to match
that evolution if the function is to remain relevant.
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Management needs Internal Audit to evolve
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Only a minority of CAEs believe
they have the ability to exert
influence over the board of
directors, executive team, and
other key personnel and make
a significant impact within their
organizations.
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Internal Audit will have to evolve in specific ways
in order to meet these needs, addressing the
challenges the function faces and building its ability
to make an impact on the organization and have
influence within it.

With only 41% of CAEs satisfied with their function’s capabilities, Internal Audit needs to strengthen its
skillset and address critical skill gaps.
Current satisfaction with Internal Audit’s capabilities
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Emphasizing advisory services
will increase the function’s impact
and influence, but will demand
that Internal Audit have business,
communication, and other skills
needed to provide them.

Nature of Internal Audit’s services over
the next 3 to 5 years
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It’s time to embrace analytics. Current usage is limited to fieldwork,
through use of basic, ad hoc tools and capabilities due to some
key barriers.
Current Internal Audit analytics capabilities

Top 5 barriers to using analytics
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With 58 percent of Internal Audit groups
expecting to use analytics in 50 percent or more
of their internal audits, Internal Audit needs to
embed analytics into their approaches, methods,
and communications across virtually all activities.
Current deployment of analytics
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The medium is the message, and most
Internal Audit functions communicate their
findings through the same static reports (i.e.
text documents) and presentations that the
profession has used for years.

Many CAEs expect to shift from static to dynamic
(or interactive) communications.

Present communication methods

Future expected communication methods
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To make changes in its approaches
and activities, Internal Audit will
need to embrace an innovative
mindset, as well as actual
innovations.
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CAEs identified risk anticipation as the innovative
development they expect to impact their
functions most in the next few years, as indicated
by the adjacent word cloud. (The larger the font
size, the greater the number of mentions by
respondents.) That’s not surprising. When a risk
event, financial loss, or case of fraud arises, it’s
natural for stakeholders to ask:

“Where was Internal Audit?”
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Do more with the same (or less)
The finding that more than one-half of budgets
will remain the same or decrease in a time of
continual disruption and rising expectations is
not great news. Internal Audit faces talent gaps
and a need for transformative change. Increased
financial resources would help the cause. Leaving
budgets stable—let alone decreasing them—
may not adequately fund the required evolution.
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Capitalizing on those
opportunities calls for
taking action. Now.
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